<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN"
     "http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
  <svg:a xlink:href="http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~cscie259/" target="_blank">
    <svg:text style="fill:red;" y="15">This is CSCI E-259.</svg:text>
  </svg:a>
</svg:svg>
<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="384" y1="240" x2="395" y2="238"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="440" y1="244" x2="446" y2="245"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="411" y1="229" x2="427" y2="242"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="429" y1="253" x2="420" y2="254"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="372" y1="278" x2="364" y2="278"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="359" y1="255" x2="370" y2="249"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="450" y1="255" x2="442" y2="254"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="411" y1="267" x2="404" y2="270"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="436" y1="253" x2="429" y2="253"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="386" y1="280" x2="372" y2="278"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="352" y1="258" x2="359" y2="255"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="352" y1="258" x2="359" y2="255"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="376" y1="244" x2="384" y2="240"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="432" y1="242" x2="440" y2="244"/>
</g>

<g style="stroke: #F7E718; stroke-width: 1">
  <line x1="451" y1="250" x2="450" y2="255"/>
</g>

</g>

</g>

<g style="stroke: black; stroke-width: 0.2; fill: white;" id="stations"/>
<text x="354" y="258.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Notting Hill Gate</text>
<text x="448" y="245.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Liverpool Street</text>
<text x="397" y="238.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Great Portland Street</text>
<text x="378" y="244.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Edgware Road (South)</text>
<text x="361" y="255.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Bayswater</text>
<text x="358" y="269.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">High Street Kensington</text>
<text x="366" y="278.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Gloucester Road</text>
<text x="374" y="278.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">South Kensington</text>
<text x="388" y="280.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Sloane Square</text>
<text x="406" y="270.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">St. James’s Park</text>
<text x="413" y="267.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Westminster</text>
<text x="422" y="254.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Temple</text>
<text x="431" y="253.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Blackfriars</text>
<text x="438" y="253.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Mansion House</text>
<text x="441" y="254.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Cannon Street</text>
<text x="444" y="254.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Monument</text>
<text x="452" y="255.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Tower Hill</text>
<text x="453" y="250.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Aldgate</text>
<text x="442" y="244.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Moorgate</text>
<text x="434" y="242.7" style="font-size:2; font-family:Verdana">Barbican"/>
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<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<svg:svg xml:space="preserve" xmlns:svg="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg">
  <svg:path d="M 50 10 L 350 10 L 200 120 z"/>
</svg:svg>
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<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<svg:svg xml:space="preserve" xmlns:svg="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg">
  <svg:path d="M5,45 C5,5 45,5 45,45" stroke="red" fill="none"/>
</svg:svg>
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<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<svg:svg xml:space="preserve" xmlns:svg="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg">
  <svg:rect style="fill:blue;" width="250" height="100"/>
</svg:svg>
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<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<ns1:foo xmlns:ns1="http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~cscie259/namespace">
  <bar baz="qux"/>
  <oogle ns1:foogle="google"/>
</ns1:foo>
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<foo xmlns="http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~cscie259/namespace">
  <bar baz="qux"/>
  <oogle foogle="google"/>
</foo>
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<fo:root xmlns:fo="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Format">
  <fo:layout-master-set>
    <fo:simple-page-master master-name="mylayout">
      <fo:region-body margin="1in"/>
    </fo:simple-page-master>
  </fo:layout-master-set>
  <fo:page-sequence master-reference="mylayout">
    <fo:flow flow-name="xsl-region-body">
      <fo:block>hello, world</fo:block>
    </fo:flow>
  </fo:page-sequence>
</fo:root>
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<fo:root xmlns:fo="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Format">
  <fo:layout-master-set>
    <fo:simple-page-master master-name="mylayout">
      <fo:region-body margin="1in"/>
    </fo:simple-page-master>
  </fo:layout-master-set>
  <fo:page-sequence master-reference="mylayout">
    <fo:flow font-family="Times" font-size="14pt" flow-name="xsl-region-body">
      <fo:block space-after="12pt" space-before.conditionality="retain" space-before="30pt" text-align="center" font-size="24pt">Jabberwocky</fo:block>
      <fo:block space-after="9pt" space-before="12pt" text-align="end" font-style="italic">Lewis Carroll</fo:block>
      <fo:block space-after="9pt" start-indent="1.5in">
        'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
        Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
        All mimsy were the borogoves,
        And the mome raths outgrabe.
      </fo:block>
      <fo:block space-after="9pt" start-indent="1.5in">
        "Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
        The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
        Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
        The frumious Bandersnatch!"
      </fo:block>
      <fo:block space-after="9pt" start-indent="1.5in">
        He took his vorpal sword in hand:
        Long time the manxome foe he sought--
        So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
        And stood awhile in thought.
      </fo:block>
      <fo:block space-after="9pt" start-indent="1.5in">
        And, as in uffish thought he stood,
        The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,
        Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,
        And burbled as it came!
      </fo:block>
      <fo:block space-after="9pt" start-indent="1.5in">
        One two! One two! And through and through
        The vorpal blade went snicker-snack!
        He left it dead, and with its head
        He went galumphing back.
      </fo:block>
      <fo:block space-after="9pt" start-indent="1.5in">
        And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?
        Come to my arms, my beamish boy!
      </fo:block>
    </fo:flow>
  </fo:page-sequence>
</fo:root>
O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!
He chortled in his joy.

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 
All mimsy were the borogoves, 
And the mome raths outgrabe.

"Beware the Jabberwock, my son! 
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch! 
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun 
The frumious Bandersnatch!"

He took his vorpal sword in hand: 
Long time the manxome foe he sought-- 
So rested he by the Tumtum tree, 
And stood awhile in thought.

And, as in uffish thought he stood, 
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame, 
Came whiffling through the tulgey wood, 
And burbled as it came!

One two! One two! And through and through 
The vorpal blade went snicker-snack! 
He left it dead, and with its head 
He went galumphing back.

"And hast thou slain the Jabberwock? 
Come to my arms, my beamish boy! 
O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!" 
He chortled in his joy.

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 
All mimsy were the borogoves,
<verse>And the mome raths outgrabe.</verse>
Jabberwocky

Lewis Carroll

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

"Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!"

He took his vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe he sought--
So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.

And, as in uffish thought he stood,
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,
Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,
And burbled as it came!

One two! One two! And through and through
The vorpal blade went snicker-snack!
He left it dead, and with its head
He went galumphing back.

"And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?"
Come to my arms, my beamish boy!
O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!

He chortled in his joy.

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
"Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

"Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!"

He took his vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe he sought—
So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.

And, as in uffish thought he stood,
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,
Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,
And burbled as it came!

One two! One two! And through and through
The vorpal blade went snicker-snack!
He left it dead, and with its head
He went galumphing back.

"And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?"
Come to my arms, my beamish boy!
O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay!"
He chortled in his joy.

"Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,"
46:     <verse>And the mome raths outgrabe.</verse>
47:     </stanza>
48:     </stanzas>
49:     </poem>
1: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
3:   <!-- match the root -->
4:   <xsl:template match="/">
5:     <fo:root>
6:       <fo:layout-master-set>
7:         <fo:simple-page-master master-name="mylayout">
8:           <fo:region-body margin="1in"/>
9:         </fo:simple-page-master>
10:        </fo:layout-master-set>
11:       <fo:page-sequence master-reference="mylayout">
12:         <fo:flow flow-name="xsl-region-body" font-size="14pt" font-family="Times">
13:           <xsl:apply-templates/>
14:         </fo:flow>
15:       </fo:page-sequence>
16:     </fo:root>
17:   </xsl:template>
18: </xsl:stylesheet>
<xsl:template match="verse">
  
  <fo:block>
    <xsl:value-of select="."/>
  </fo:block>

</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>